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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the representations of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebras as a generalization of the notion of representations for n-ary mul-
tiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras. We also give the cohomology of an n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra and obtain a relation between exten-
sions of an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra b by an abelian one a
and Z1(b, a)0¯. We also introduce the notion of T
∗-extensions of n-ary multiplicative
Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras and prove that every finite-dimensional nilpotent
metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α, 〈, 〉g) over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2 in the case α is a surjection is
isometric to a suitable T ∗-extension.
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1 Introduction
In 1996, the concept of n-Lie superalgebras was firstly introduced by Y. Daletskii and V.
Kushnirevich in [12]. Moreover, N. Cantarini and V. G. Kac gave a more general concept of
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n-Lie superalgebras again in 2010 in [10]. n-Lie superalgebras are more general structures
including n-Lie algebras (n-ary Nambu-Lie algebras), n-ary Nambu-Lie superalgebras and
Lie superalgebras.
The general Hom-algebra structures arose first in connection with quasi-deformation
and discretizations of Lie algebras of vector fields. These quasi-deformations lead to quasi-
Lie algebras, a generalized Lie algebra structure in which the skewsymmetry and Jacobi
conditions are twisted. Hom-Lie algebras, Hom-associative algebras, Hom-Lie superal-
gebras, Hom-bialgebras, n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras and quasi-Hom-Lie algebras are
discussed in [1–3,8,13,14,18,19,21–23]. Generalizations of n-ary algebras of Lie type and
associative type by twisting the identities using linear maps have been introduced in [5].
Cohomologies are powerful tools in mathematics, which can be applied to algebras
and topologies as well as the theory of smooth manifolds or of holomorphic functions. The
cohomology of Lie algebras was defined by C. Chevalley and S. Eilenberg in order to give an
algebraic construction of the cohomology of the underlying topological spaces of compact
Lie groups [11]. The cohomology of Lie superalgebras was introduced by M. Scheunert
and R. B. Zhang [20] and was used in mathematics and theoretical physics: the theory
of cobordisms, invariant differential operators, central extensions and deformations, etc.
The theory of cohomology for n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras and n-Lie superalgebras
can be found in [6,17]. This paper generalizes it to n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebras.
The extension is an important way to find a larger algebra and there are many ex-
tensions such as double extensions and Kac-Moody extensions, etc. In 1997, Bordemann
introduced the notion of T ∗-extensions of Lie algebras [9] and proved that every nilpotent
finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field carrying a nondegenerate in-
variant symmetric bilinear form is a suitable T ∗-extension. The method of T ∗-extension
was used in [7] and was generalized to many other algebras recently [15–17]. This paper
researches general extensions and T ∗-extensions of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebras. In addition, the paper also discusses representations of n-ary multiplica-
tive Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras as a generalization of the notions of representations
for n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the representation and the
cohomology for an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra. In section 3, we
give a one-to-one correspondence between extensions of an n-ary multiplicative Hom-
Nambu-Lie superalgebras b by an abelian one a and Z1(b, a)0¯. In section 4, we introduce
the notion of T ∗-extensions of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras and
prove that every finite-dimensional nilpotent metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α, 〈, 〉g) over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
not 2 such that α(g) = g is isometric to (a nondegenerate ideal of codimension 1 of)
a T ∗-extension of a nilpotent n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra whose
nilpotent length is at most a half of the nilpotent length of g.
Definition 1.1. [4] An n-ary Nambu-Lie superalgebra is a pair (g, [·, · · · , ·]) consisting of
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|[x1, · · · , xn]| =|x1|+ · · ·+ |xn|,
[x1, · · · , xi, xi+1, · · · , xn] =− (−1)|xi||xi+1|[x1, · · · , xi+1, xi, · · · , xn],




·[y1, · · · , yi−1,[x1, · · · , xn−1, yi], yi+1, · · · , yn],
where |x| ∈ Z2 denotes the degree of a homogeneous element x ∈ g.
Definition 1.2. An n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra is a triple (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) consist-
ing of a Z2-graded vector space g = g0¯⊕g1¯, a multilinear mapping [·, · · · , ·] : g× · · · × g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
→
g and a family α = (αi)1≤i≤n−1 of even linear maps αi : g→ g, satisfying
|[x1, · · · , xn]| =|x1|+ · · ·+ |xn|, (1.1)
[x1, · · · , xi, xi+1, · · · , xn] =− (−1)|xi||xi+1|[x1, · · · , xi+1, xi, · · · , xn], (1.2)




·[α1(y1), · · · , αi−1(yi−1),[x1, · · · , xn−1, yi], αi(yi+1), · · · , αn−1(yn)],
(1.3)
where |x| ∈ Z2 denotes the degree of a homogeneous element x ∈ g.
An n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) is multiplicative, if α =
(αi)1≤i≤n−1 with α1 = · · · = αn−1 = α and satisfying
α[x1, · · · , xn] = [α(x1), · · · , α(xn)], ∀x1, x2, · · · , xn ∈ g.
If the n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) is multiplicative, then the
equation (1.3) can be read:








It is clear that n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras and Hom-Lie superalgebras are par-
ticular cases of n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras. In the sequel, when the notation
“|x|” appears, it means that x is a homogeneous element of degree |x|.
Definition 1.3. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) and (g′, [·, · · · , ·]′, α′) be two n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie




i)1≤i≤n−1. A linear map f : g→ g is an
n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra morphism if it satisfies
f [x1, · · · , xn] = [f(x1), · · · , f(xn)]′,
f ◦ αi = α′i ◦ f, ∀i = 1, · · · , n− 1.
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Example 1.4. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]) be an n-ary Nambu-Lie superalgebra and let ρ : g → g
be an n-ary Nambu-Lie superalgebra endomorphism. Then (g, ρ ◦ [·, · · · , ·], ρ) is an n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra.
Proof. Put [·, · · · , ·]ρ := ρ ◦ [·, · · · , ·]. Then
ρ[x1, · · · , xn]ρ = ρ(ρ[x1, · · · , xn])
=ρ[ρ(x1), · · · , ρ(xn)]
=[ρ(x1), · · · , ρ(xn)]ρ.
Moreover, we have
[ρ(x1), · · · , ρ(xn−1), [y1, · · · , yn]ρ]ρ
=ρ[ρ(x1), · · · , ρ(xn−1), ρ[y1, · · · , yn]]
=ρ[ρ(x1), · · · , ρ(xn−1), [ρ(y1), · · · , ρ(yn)]]













(−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−1|)(|y1|+···+|yi−1|)[ρ(y1), · · · , [x1, · · · , xn−1, yi]ρ, · · · , ρ(yn)]ρ.
Therefore, (g, ρ◦ [·, · · · , ·], ρ) is an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra.
Definition 1.5. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α) be an n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra. A graded
subspace H ⊆ g is a Hom-subalgebra of (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α) if α(H) ⊆ H and H is closed
under the bracket operation [·, · · · , ·]g, i.e., [u1, · · · , un]g ∈ H, ∀u1, · · · , un ∈ H.
A graded subspace H ⊆ g is a Hom-ideal of (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α) if α(H) ⊆ H and [u1, u2, · · · ,
un]g ∈ H, ∀u1 ∈ H, u2, · · · , un ∈ g.
2 Cohomology for n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebras
Definition 2.1. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superal-
gebra. X = x1∧· · ·∧xn−1 ∈ g∧n−1 is called a fundamental object of g and ∀z ∈ g,X ·z :=
[x1, · · · , xn−1, z]. It is clear that |X | = |x1|+ · · ·+ |xn−1|.
Let X = x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn−1 and Y = y1 ∧ · · · ∧ yn−1 be two fundamental objects of g.
A bilinear map [·, ·]α : g∧n−1 × g∧n−1 −→ g∧n−1 defined by
[X ,Y ]α =
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)|X |(|y1|+···+|yi−1|)α(y1)∧ · · · ∧ α(yi−1)∧X · yi ∧ α(yi+1)∧ · · · ∧ α(yn−1).
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A linear map α : g∧
n−1 −→ g∧n−1 defined by α(X ) = α(x1) ∧ · · · ∧ α(xn−1). Then
α[X ,Y ]α = [α(X ), α(Y )]α.
Proposition 2.2. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie super-
algebra. Suppose that X = x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn−1, Y = y1 ∧ · · · ∧ yn−1 and Z = z1 ∧ · · · ∧ zn−1
are fundamental objects of g and z is an arbitrary element in g. Then
α(X ) · (Y · z) = (−1)|X ||Y |α(Y ) · (X · z) + [X ,Y ]α · α(z), (2.1)
[α(X ), [Y ,Z ]α]α = (−1)|X ||Y |[α(Y ), [X ,Z ]α]α + [[X ,Y ]α, α(Z )]α, (2.2)
[X ,Y ]α · α(z) = −(−1)|X ||Y |[Y ,X ]α · α(z). (2.3)
Proof. It’s easy to see that (2.1) is equivalent to (1.3
′
). Note that
[α(X ), [Y ,Z ]α]α = [α(X ),
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)|Y |(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)α(z1) ∧ · · · ∧ Y · zi∧





(−1)|Y |(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)(−1)|X |(|z1|+···+|zj−1|+|Y |)












(−1)(|X |+|Y |)(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)α2(z1) ∧ · · · ∧ α(X ) · (Y · zi) ∧ · · · ∧ α2(zn−1). (2.6)
Similarly,





(−1)|X |(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)(−1)|Y |(|z1|+···+|zj−1|+|X |)












(−1)(|X |+|Y |)(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)α2(z1) ∧ · · · ∧ α(Y ) · (X · zi) ∧ · · · ∧ α2(zn−1) (2.9)
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and
[[X ,Y ]α, α(Z )]α =
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)(|X |+|Y |)(|z1|+···+|zi−1|)α2(z1)∧· · ·∧[X ,Y ]α·α(zi)∧· · ·∧α2(zn−1).
(2.10)
It can be checked that (2.4)+(2.5)=(−1)|X ||Y |(2.7)+(−1)|X ||Y |(2.8). By (2.1), we
conclude (2.6)=(2.10)+(−1)|X ||Y |(2.9). Thus (2.2) holds.
Using (2.1), by exchanging X and Y , we have
α(Y ) · (X · z) = [Y ,X ]α · α(z) + (−1)|X ||Y |α(X ) · (Y · z). (2.11)
Comparing (2.1) with (2.11), we obtain (2.3).
Definition 2.3. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superal-
gebra and V = V0¯⊕V1¯ be a Z2-graded vector space over a field K. A graded representation
ρ of g on V is a linear map ρ : g∧
n−1 → End(V ),X 7→ ρ(X ) = ρ(x1, · · · , xn−1) such that
ρ(X ) · Vβ ⊆ Vβ+|X |, ∀β ∈ Z2, (2.12)
ρ(α(X ))ρ(Y ) = (−1)|X ||Y |ρ(α(Y ))ρ(X ) + ρ[X ,Y ]α ◦ ν, (2.13)




· (−1)|yi|(|yi+1|+···+|yn|)ρ(α(y1),· · ·, α̂(yi),· · ·, α(yn))ρ(x1,· · ·, xn−2, yi),
(2.14)
for X ,Y ∈ g∧n−1 and x1, · · · , xn−2, y1, · · · , yn ∈ g, ν ∈ EndV, where the sign ˆ indicates
that the element below must be omitted. The Z2-graded representation space (V, ν) is said
to be a graded g-module.
We use a supersymmetric notation [x1, · · · , xn−1, v](like (1.2)) to denote ρ(X ) ·v and
set [x1, · · · , xn−2, v1, v2] = 0 and (α+ν)(x+v) = α(x)+ν(v) for all x ∈ g and v ∈ V, then
(g ⊕ V, [·, · · · , ·], α + ν) becomes an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra
such that V is a Z2-graded abelian ideal of g, that is,
[V, g, · · · , g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
] ⊆ V and [V, V, g, · · · , g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2
] = 0.
In the sequel, we will usually abbreviate ρ(X ) · v with X · v.
Example 2.4. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalge-
bra. Then ad : g∧
n−1 → End(g),X 7→ adX defined by
adX (z) = X · z
is a graded representation of g, it is also called the adjoint graded representation of g.
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Definition 2.5. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superal-
gebra and (V, ν) be a graded g-module. An m-cochain is an (m+ 1)-linear map
f : g∧




ν ◦ f(X1,X2, · · · ,Xm, z) = f(α(X1), α(X2), · · · , α(Xm), α(z))
for all X1,X2, · · · ,Xm ∈ g∧n−1 and z ∈ g. We denote the set of m-cochain by Cm(g, V ).
Definition 2.6. For m ≥ 1, we call m-coboundary operator of the n-ary multiplica-
tive Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) the even linear map δm : Cm(g, V ) →
Cm+1(g, V ) by












(−1)i+1(−1)|Xi|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xi−1|)αm(Xi) · f(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,Xm+1, z)
+ (−1)m(f(X1, · · · ,Xm, ) ·Xm+1) •α αm(z),
where Xi = X
1
i ∧ · · ·∧X n−1i ∈ g∧n−1 , i = 1, · · · , m+1, z ∈ g and the last term is defined
by
(f(X1, · · · ,Xm, ) ·Xm+1) •α αm(z) =
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm|)(|X 1m+1|+···+|X i−1m+1|)
·[αm(X 1m+1), · · · ,f(X1, · · · ,Xm,X im+1), · · · , αm(X n−1m+1), αm(z)].
We now check that δm+1 ◦ δm = 0. In fact, for f ∈ Cm(g, V ), we have













(−1)i+1(−1)|Xi|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xi−1|)αm+1(Xi) · δmf(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,Xm+2, z)
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2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α[Xi,Xj]α, · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , α[Xi,Xj]α, · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α[Xi,Xj]α, · · · , α̂2(Xs),






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xk), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , [α(Xk), [Xi,Xj]α]α,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xk), · · · , [α(Xk), [Xi,Xj]α]α,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xj), · · · , [Xi,Xj]α · α(Xk),






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xk), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α[Xi,Xj]α,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xk), · · · , α[Xi,Xj ]α,







2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α[Xi,Xj]α, · · · , α̂2(Xk),











m+1(Xk) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , [Xi,Xj]α,






m+1(Xk) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , [Xi,Xj ]α,






m+1(Xk) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , [Xi,Xj ]α, · · · , α̂(Xk),























2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · ,






2(X1), · · · , α̂2(Xi), · · · , α̂2(Xs), · · · , [α(Xs), α(Xt)]α, · · · ,



























·(f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , α(Xm+1), ) · α(Xm+2)) •α αm(Xi · z)
(l2)





m+1(Xi) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xs), · · · , [Xs,Xt]α, · · · , α̂(Xi),






m+1(Xi) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xs), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , [Xs,Xt]α






m+1(Xi) · f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xi), · · · , α̂(Xs), · · · , [Xs,Xt]α


























αm+1(Xi) · ((f(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,Xm+1, ) ·Xm+2) •α αm(z))
(l3)














(−1)m+k(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)(−1)|Xk|(|Xk+1|+···+|Xm+1|)









(−1)m+k(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)(−1)|Xk|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xk−1|)







(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)





aijst =(−1)s+i(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xj−1|)(−1)|Xs|(|Xs+1|+···+|Xt−1|), a˜ijst =(−1)|Xi||Xs|aijst;
bijk =(−1)i+k(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xj−1|)(−1)|Xk|(|Xk+1|+···+|Xj−1|), b˜ijk =(−1)|Xi||Xk|bijk;
cijk =(−1)i+k(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xj−1|)(−1)|Xk|(|Xk+1|+···+|Xm+2|), c˜ijk =(−1)|Xi||Xk|cijk;
dij =(−1)i+j(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xm+2|)(−1)|Xj |(|Xj+1|+···+|Xm+2|), d˜ij =(−1)|Xi||Xj|dij;
eijk =(−1)i+k+1(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xj−1|)(−1)|Xk|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xk−1|), e˜ijk =(−1)|Xi||Xk|eijk;
gij =(−1)i+j+1(−1)|Xi|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xi−1|)(−1)|Xj |(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xj−1|), g˜ij =(−1)|Xi||Xj|gij;
hij =(−1)i+m(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xj−1|), h˜ij =(−1)|Xi||Xj|hij ;
pki =(−1)i+k+1(−1)|Xi|(|Xi+1|+···+|Xm+2|)(−1)|Xk|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xk−1|), p˜ki =(−1)|Xi||Xk|pki.
It can be verified that the sum of terms labeled with the same letter vanishes. For
example, (l1)+(l2)+(l3)+(l4)+(l5)=0, in fact,

























(−1)m+k(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)(−1)|Xk|(|Xk+1|+···+|Xm+1|)









(−1)m+k(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)(−1)|Xk|(|f |+|X1|+···+|Xk−1|)












· (f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , α(Xm+1), ) · (α(X 1m+2) ∧ · · · ∧Xk ·X im+2 ∧ · · · ∧









(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂k|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X j−1m+2|)
· [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , α(Xm+1), α(X jm+2)), · · · ,




(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂k|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X j−1m+2|+|Xk|)
· [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , αm(Xk ·X im+2), · · · , f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , α(Xm+1), α(X jm+2)),
· · · , αm+1(X n−1m+2), αm+1(z)] (l1b)
+ (−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂k|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X i−1m+2|)
· [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , f(α(X1), · · · , α̂(Xk), · · · , α(Xm+1),Xk ·X im+2),












(−1)(|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂i|+···+|Xm+1|)(|X 1m+2|+···+|X j−1m+2|)












(−1)|Xi|(|X 1m+2|+···+|X l−1m+2|)[αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , αm(Xi) · αm(X lm+2),




(−1)|Xi|(|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂i|+···+|Xm+1|+|X 1m+2|+···+|X l−1m+2|)
· [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , α ◦ f(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,Xm+1,X jm+2), · · · , αm(Xi) · αm(X lm+2)
, · · · , αm+1(X n−1m+2), αm+1(z)] (l3b)
+ (−1)|Xi|(|X 1m+2|+···+|X j−1m+2|) · [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , αm(Xi) · f(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,
Xm+1,X
j
m+2), · · · , αm+1(X n−1m+2), αm+1(z)] (l3c)
+ (−1)|Xi|(|Xm+2|+|f |+|X1|+···+|X̂i|+···+|Xm+1|) · [αm+1(X 1m+2), · · · , α ◦ f(X1, · · · , X̂i, · · · ,
Xm+1,X
j
m+2), · · · , αm+1(X n−1m+2), αm(Xi) · αm(z)]
}
. (l3d)
Since (l4) + (l1c) = 0, (l2) + (l3d) = 0, (l1a) + (l3b) = 0, (l1b) + (l3a) = 0, one gets
(l1) + (l2) + (l3) + (l4) + (l5) = 0. Then δm+1 ◦ δm = 0. Therefore, we get the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.7. Let f ∈ Cm(g, V ) be an m-cochain. Then δm+1 ◦ δm(f) = 0.
Remark 2.8. The m-coboundary operator δm as above is a generalization of the one
defined for n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie algebras in [2] and for first-class n-Lie
superalgebras in [17].
The map f ∈ Cm(g, V ) is called an m-supercocycle if δmf = 0. We denote by
Zm(g, V ) the graded subspace spanned by m-supercocycles. Since δm+1 ◦ δm(f) = 0
for all f ∈ Cm(g, V ), δm−1Cm−1(g, V ) is a graded subspace of Zm(g, V ). Therefore
we can define a graded cohomology space Hm(g, V ) of g as the graded factor space
Zm(g, V )/δm−1Cm−1(g, V ).
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3 Extensions of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebras
Definition 3.1. Let (gi, [·, · · · , ·]i, αi)(i = 1, 2, · · · ) be a family of n-ary multiplicative
Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras over K. fi : gi → gi+1 is a morphism of n-ary multiplica-





// · · · // gi fi // gi+1 fi+1 // · · ·
is called an exact sequence of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras, if it
satisfies Kerfi+1 = fi(gi)(i = 1, 2, · · · ).
Definition 3.2. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, αg), (a, [·, · · · , ·]a, αa) and (b, [·, · · · , ·]b, αb) be n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras over K. g is called an extension of b by





// b // 0 .
Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α) and (b, [·, · · · , ·]b, β) be two n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebras over K. Suppose that a is an abelian graded ideal of g, i.e., a is a
graded ideal such that [a, a, g, · · · , g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2
] = 0. We consider the case that g is an extension
of b by an abelian graded ideal a of g. Let τ : b → g be a homogeneous even linear
map with pi ◦ τ = idb and α ◦ τ = τ ◦ β. Let B = b1 ∧ · · · ∧ bn−1 ∈ b∧n−1 and let
ρ : b∧
n−1 → End(a),B 7→ τ(B) = τ(b1) ∧ · · · ∧ τ(bn−1). Then a becomes a graded b-
module. Let us write τ(b) = (0, b) and then denote the elements of g by (a, b) for all a ∈ a
and b ∈ b. Then, the bracket in g is defined by




[τ(b1), · · · , ai, · · · , τ(bn)] + f(B, bn), B · bn
)
, (3.1)
where f(B, bn) = τ(B) · τ(bn)− τ(B · bn) and |(ai, bi)| = |ai| = |bi|, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is easy
to see that f ∈ C1(b, a)0¯. Let A = a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an−1, (A ,B) = (a1, b1) ∧ · · · ∧ (an−1, bn−1)
and (α(A ), β(B)) = (α(a1), β(b1)) ∧ · · · ∧ (α(an−1), β(bn−1)). Then




(−1)|A |(|a′1|+···+|a′i−1|)[(α(a′1), β(b′1)), · · · , (A ,B) · (a′i, b′i), · · · , (α(a′n), β(b′n))]




















+ τ(B) · a′i + f(B, b′i)
 , B · b′i














[τ(β(b1)), · · · , α(aj), · · · , τ(β(bn−1)), τ(B′ · b′n)]
+ τ(β(B)) · f(B′, b′n) + f(β(B),B′ · b′n)













τ(β(b′1)), · · · , [τ(b1), · · · , aj, · · · ,
τ(bn−1), τ(b
′
i)], · · · , τ(β(b′n))
]
+ [τ(β(b′1)), · · · , τ(B) · a′i, · · · , τ(β(b′n))]




[τ(β(b′1)), · · · , α(a
′
j), · · · , τ(B · b′i),
· · · , τ(β(b′n))]
+ f(β(b′1), · · · ,B · b′i, · · · , β(b′n))

, [β(b′1), · · · ,B · b′i, · · · , β(b′n)]

=(δ1f(B,B′, b′n), 0).
Therefore, f ∈ Z1(b, a)0¯.
Conversely, suppose that an abelian n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalge-
bras a is a graded b-module, ρ(B) · a := τ(B) · a, and f ∈ Z1(b, a)0¯. Let g := (a, b) =
{(x, y)|x ∈ a, y ∈ b}, α′ := α + β, where (α + β)(x, y) = (α(x), β(y)), x ∈ a, y ∈ b. Then
(g, α
′
) is an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra with the bracket defined





// b // 0 ,
where ι(a) = (a, 0), pi(a, b) = b. Thus g is an extension of b by a and ι(a) is an abelian
graded ideal of g.
Therefore, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (a, [·, · · · , ·]a, α) and (b, [·, · · · , ·]b, β) are two n-ary multi-
plicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras over K and a is abelian. Then there is a one-to-
one correspondence between extensions of b by a and Z1(b, a)0¯.
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4 T*-extensions of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebras
Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra and g∗ be
its dual space. Since g = g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ and g∗ = g∗0¯ ⊕ g∗1¯ are Z2-graded vector space, the direct
sum g ⊕ g∗ = (g0¯ ⊕ g∗0¯)⊕ (g1¯ ⊕ g∗1¯) is a Z2-graded vector space. In the sequel, whenever
x+ f ∈ g⊕ g∗ appears, it means that x+ f is homogeneous and |x+ f | = |x| = |f |.
Lemma 4.1. Let g∗ be the dual Z2-graded vector space of an n-ary multiplicative Hom-
Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α). Let us consider the even linear map ad∗ : g∧n−1 →
End(g∗) defined by
ad∗(X )(f)(z) = −(−1)|X ||f |f(adX (z)),
for all X ∈ g∧n−1 , f ∈ g∗ and z ∈ g. Then ad∗ is a representation of g on g∗ if and only
if the following conditions hold:
ad(X )adα(Y )− (−1)|X ||Y |ad(Y )adα(X ) =α ◦ ad[X ,Y ]α; (i)
ad(x1, · · · , xn−2, yi)ad(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn)) =(−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−2|)(|y1|+···+|̂yi|+···+|yn|)
·
{
− ad(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn))ad(x1, · · · , xn−2, yi)
}
(ii)
for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n. We call the representation ad∗ the coadjoint representation of g.
Proof. (⇒) We firstly prove that the necessity holds. Then by the definition of ad∗,
one gets
ad∗(α(X ))ad∗(Y )(f)(z) =− (−1)|X |(|Y |+|f |)ad∗(Y )(f)(adα(X )(z))
=− (−1)|X |(|Y |+|f |)(−(−1)|Y ||f |f(ad(Y )adα(X )(z))
=(−1)|X |(|Y |+|f |)+|Y ||f |f(ad(Y )adα(X )(z))
and
(−1)|X ||Y |ad∗α(Y )ad∗(X )(f)(z) =(−1)|X ||Y |(−(−1)|Y |(|X |+|f |)ad∗(X )(f)(adα(Y )(z))
=− (−1)|Y ||f |(−(−1)|x||f |f(ad(X )adα(Y )(z))
=(−1)(|X |+|Y |)|f |f(ad(X )adα(Y )(z)).
Moreover, we have
ad∗([X ,Y ]α) ◦ ν(f)(z) =− (−1)(|X |+|Y |)|f |)ν(f)(ad[X ,Y ]α(z))
=− (−1)(|X |+|Y |)|f |f(α ◦ ad[X ,Y ]α(z)).
By (2.13), we have ad(X )adα(Y )− (−1)|X ||Y |ad(Y )adα(X ) = α ◦ ad[X ,Y ]α.
ad∗(α(x1), · · · , α(xn−2), [y1, · · · , yn])ν(f)(z)
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=− (−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−2|+|y1|+···+|yn|)|f |f [α(x1), · · · , α(xn−2), [y1, · · · , yn], α(z)]
=− (−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−2|+|y1|+···+|yn|)|f |(−(−1)|z|(|y1|+···+|yn|))

































· f(ad(x1, · · · , xn−2, yi)ad(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn))(z)).
By (2.14), we obtain
ad(x1, · · · , xn−2, yi)ad(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn)) =(−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−2|)(|y1|+···+|̂yi|+···+|yn|)
·
{
− ad(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yi))ad(x1, · · · , xn−2, yi)
}
.
(⇐) It is easy to see that the sufficiency holds. The proof is complete.
Let θ be a homogeneous n-linear map from g∧
n
into g∗ of degree 0. Now we define a
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bracket on g⊕ g∗:




(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂i, · · · , xn) · fi.
(4.1)
Theorem 4.2. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superal-
gebra. Assume that the coadjoint representation exists. Then (g ⊕ g∗, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′) is
an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra if and only if θ ∈ Z1(g, g∗)0¯, where
α
′
(x+ f) = α(x) + f ◦ α, ∀x ∈ g, y ∈ g∗.
Proof. It’s clear that [·, · · · , ·]θ satisfies (1.2) if and only if θ ∈ C1(g, g∗)0¯. Let




(X + F )) · ((Y + G ) · (yn + gn))
=(α(X ) + F ◦ α) ·
{ n∑
i=1
(−1)n−i(−1)|yi|(|yi+1|+···+|yn|)ad∗(y1, · · · , ŷi, · · · , yn) · gi
+Y · yn + θ(Y , yn)
}




(−1)n−j(−1)|xj |(|xj+1|+···+|xn−1|+|Y |+|yn|)ad∗(α(x1), · · · , α̂(xj), · · · , α(xn−1),Y · yn)
· (fj ◦ α) +
n∑
i=1










α(y1) + (g1 ◦ α), · · · ,
{




(−1)n−j(−1)|xj |(|xj+1|+···+|xn−1|+|yi|)ad∗(x1,· · ·, x̂j,· · ·, xn−1, yi) · fj
}
,· · ·,














(−1)n−k(−1)|yk|(|yk+1|+···+|yn|+|X |)ad∗(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yk), · · · ,X · yi, · · · ,




(−1)n−k(−1)|yk|(|yk+1|+···+|yn|)ad∗(α(y1), · · · ,X · yi, · · · , α̂(yk), · · · ,
α(yn)) · (gk ◦ α)
+(−1)n−i(−1)(|X |+|yi|)(|yi+1|+···+|yn|)ad∗(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn)) ·
{
θ(X , yi)+
ad∗(X ) · gi +
n−1∑
j=1
(−1)n−j(−1)|xj |(|xj+1|+···+|xn−1|+|yi|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂j, · · · , xn−1, yi) · fj
}}
.
Since [, · · · , ]g satisfies (1.3′) and ad∗(X ) satisfies (2.14), it can be concluded that [, · · · , ]θ
satisfies (1.3
′
) if and only if








· (−1)n−i(−1)(|X |+|yi|)(|yi+1|+···+|yn|) · ad∗(α(y1), · · · , α̂(yi), · · · , α(yn)) · θ(X , yi)
=δθ(X ,Y , yn),
i.e., θ ∈ Z1(g, g∗)0¯.
Definition 4.3. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superal-
gebra. A bilinear form 〈, 〉g on g is said to be nondegenerate if
g⊥ = {x ∈ g|〈x, y〉g = 0, ∀y ∈ g} = 0;
invariant if
〈[x1,· · ·, xn−1, y]g, z〉g = −(−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−1|)|y|〈y, [x1,· · ·, xn−1, z]g〉g, ∀x1,· · ·, xn−1, y, z ∈ g;
supersymmetric if
〈x, y〉g = (−1)|x||y|〈y, x〉g;
consistent if
〈x, y〉g = 0, ∀x, y ∈ g, |x| 6= |y|;
α is called 〈, 〉g-symmetric, if
〈α(x), y〉g = 〈α(y), x〉g, ∀x, y ∈ g;
a subspace I of L is called isotropic if I ⊆ I⊥.
In this section, we only consider consistent bilinear forms. If g admits a nondegen-
erate invariant supersymmetric bilinear form 〈, 〉g such that α is 〈, 〉g-symmetric, then we
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call (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α, 〈, 〉g) a metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra. In
particular, a metric vector space is a pair (V, α) consisting of a Z2-graded vector space
V = V0¯⊕V1¯ and an endmorphism α of V admitting a nondegenerate invariant supersym-
metric bilinear form 〈, 〉g such that α is 〈, 〉g-symmetric.
Lemma 4.4. Define a bilinear form 〈, 〉θ : (g⊕ g∗)× (g⊕ g∗)→ K by
〈x+ f, y + g〉θ = f(y) + (−1)|x||y|g(x).
Then 〈y + g, x + f〉θ = (−1)|x||y|〈x + f, y + g〉θ, 〈, 〉θ is nondegenerate and α′ is 〈, 〉θ-
symmetric, where α
′
(x+ f) = α(x)+ f ◦α, x ∈ g, f ∈ g∗. Moreover, (g⊕g∗, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′,
〈, 〉θ) is metric if and only if the following identity holds:
θ(X , y)(z) + (−1)|y||z|θ(X , z)(y) = 0. (4.2)
Proof. If x + f is orthogonal to all elements of g ⊕ g∗, then for arbitrary element
y + g ∈ g ⊕ g∗, we have f(y) = 0 and (−1)|x||y|g(x) = 0, which implies that x = 0 and
f = 0, so 〈, 〉θ is nondegenerate. Moreover, we have
〈y + g, x+ f〉θ =g(x) + (−1)|y||x|f(y)
= (−1)|x||y|(f(y) + (−1)|x||y|g(x))
= (−1)|x||y|〈x+ f, y + g〉θ.
In addition, one gets
〈α′(x+ f), y + g〉θ =〈α(x) + f ◦ α, y + g〉θ
=f ◦ α(y) + (−1)|x||y|g(α(x))
and
〈x+ f, α′(y + g)〉θ =〈x+ f, α(y) + g ◦ α〉θ
=fα(y) + (−1)|x||y|g ◦ α(x).
Hence, 〈α′(x+ f), y + g〉θ = 〈x+ f, α′(y + g)〉θ.
Furthermore, (g⊕ g∗, 〈, 〉θ) is metric if and only if
0 =〈(X + F ) · (y + g), z + h〉θ + (−1)|X ||y|〈y + g, (X + F ) · (z + h)〉θ





(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn−1|+|y|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂i, · · · , xn−1, y) · fi, z + h
〉
θ






(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn−1|+|z|)ad∗(x1,· · ·, x̂i,· · ·, xn−1, z)·fi
〉
θ
=θ(X , y)(z) + (−1)|y||z|θ(X , z)(y),
i.e., (4.2) holds.
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Now we give the definition of T ∗-extensions.
Definition 4.5. For a 1-supercocycle θ satisfying (4.2) we shall call the metric n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g ⊕ g∗, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′, 〈, 〉θ) the T ∗-extension
of (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) (by θ) and denote it by (T ∗θ g, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α
′
).
Theorem 4.6. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) be an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalge-
bra over a field K. Let
g(0) = g, g(m+1) = [g(m), · · · , g(m)]g and g1 = g, gm+1 = [gm, g, · · · , g]g, ∀m ≥ 0.
g is called solvable (nilpotent) of length k if and only if there is a smallest integer k such
that g(k) = 0 (gk = 0). Then
(1) If g is solvable of length k, then T ∗θ g is solvable of length k or k + 1.
(2) If g is nilpotent of length k, then T ∗θ g is nilpotent of length at least k and at most
2k − 1. In particular, the nilpotent length of T ∗0 g is k.
(3) If g can be decomposed into a direct sum of two Hom-ideals of g, then T ∗0 g can be too.
Proof. (1) Suppose that g is solvable of length k. Since (T ∗θ g)
(m)/g∗ ∼= g(m) and
g(k) = 0, we have (T ∗θ g)
(k) ⊆ g∗, which implies (T ∗θ g)(k+1) = 0 because g∗ is abelian, and
it follows that T ∗θ g is solvable of length k or k + 1.
(2) Suppose that g is nilpotent of length k. Since (T ∗θ g)
m/g∗ ∼= gm and gk = 0, we have
(T ∗θ g)
k ⊆ g∗. Let f ∈ (T ∗θ g)k ⊆ g∗, y ∈ g, Xj+Fj = (X 1j +F 1j )∧· · ·∧ (X n−1j +F n−1j ) ∈
(T ∗θ g)
∧n−1 , j = 1, · · · , k − 1. Then
((X1 + F1) · · · (Xk−1 + Fk−1) · f) (y) = (ad∗(X1) · · · ad∗(Xk−1) · f)(y) ∈ f(gk) = 0.
This proves that (T ∗θ g)
2k−1 = 0. Hence T ∗θ g is nilpotent of length at least k and at most
2k − 1.
Now consider the case of trivial T ∗-extension T ∗0 g of g. Note that
(X1 + F1) · · · (Xk−1 + Fk−1) · (y + g)






(−1)n−i(−1)|X ij |(|X i+1j |+···+|X n−1j |+|y|+|Xj+1|+···+|Xk−1|)
·ad∗(X1) · · · ad∗(Xj−1)ad∗(X 1j , · · · , X̂ ij , · · · ,X n−1j , ad(Xj+1) · · ·ad(Xk−1) · y) ·F ij
=0.
Then (T ∗θ g)
k = 0, as required.
(3) Suppose that 0 6= g = I ⊕J , where I and J are two nonzero Hom-ideals of g. Let
I∗ = {f ∈ g∗|f(J) = 0} and J∗ = {f ∈ g∗|f(I) = 0}. Then I∗(resp. J∗) can canonically
be identified with the dual space of I(resp. J) and g∗ ∼= I∗ ⊕ J∗.
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Note that
[T ∗0 I, T
∗
0 g, · · · , T ∗0 g]0 =[I ⊕ I∗, g⊕ g∗, · · · , g⊕ g∗]0
=[I, g, · · · , g]g + [I∗, g, · · · , g]0 + [I, g, · · · , g, g∗]0
⊆I ⊕ I∗ = T ∗0 I,
since
[I∗, g, · · · , g]0(J) =I∗([J, g, · · · , g]g) ⊆ I∗(J) = 0
and
[I, g, · · · , g, g∗]0(J) =g∗([I, J, g, · · · , g]g) = g∗(0) = 0.
Moreover, for x + f ∈ T ∗0 I = I ⊕ I∗, we have α′(x + f) = α(x) + f ◦ α ∈ I ⊕ I∗ since
f ◦ α ∈ g∗ and f ◦ α(J) ∈ f(J) = 0, that is, α′(T ∗0 I) ⊆ T ∗0 I. Then T ∗0 I is a Hom-ideal of
T ∗0 g and so is T
∗
0 J in the same way. Hence T
∗
0 g can be decomposed into the direct sum
T ∗0 I ⊕ T ∗0 J of two nonzero Hom-ideals of T ∗0 g.
Lemma 4.7. Let (g, , [·, · · · , ·], α, 〈, 〉θ) be a metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebra of even dimension m over a field K and I be an isotropic m/2-dimensional
Hom-ideal of g. Then I is abelian.
Proof. Since dimI+dimI⊥ = m/2 + dim I⊥ = m and I ⊆ I⊥, we have I = I⊥.
By I is a Hom-ideal of g, one gets
〈g, [g, · · · , g, I, I]g〉θ = 〈[g, · · · , g, I]g, I〉θ ⊆ 〈I, I〉θ = 0,
which implies [g, · · · , g, I, I]g ⊆ g⊥ = 0.
Definition 4.8. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, α) and (g′, [·, · · · , ·]g′ , β) be two n-ary Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebras. A linear isomorphism map φ : g → g′ is called an isomorphism of n-ary
Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras, if
φ ◦ α = β ◦ φ;
φ[x1, · · · , xn]g = [φ(x1), · · · , φ(xn)]g′ , ∀x1, x2, · · · , xn ∈ g.
Definition 4.9. Two metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras (g, [·, · · · ,
·]g, α, 〈, 〉g) and (g′ , [·, · · · , ·]g′ , β, 〈, 〉g′) is said to be isometric if there exists an n-ary mul-
tiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra isomorphism φ : g → g′ such that 〈x, y〉g =
〈φ(x), φ(y)〉g′ , ∀x, y ∈ g.
Theorem 4.10. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, β, 〈, 〉g) be a metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebra of dimension m over a field K of characteristic not 2. Suppose that
(T ∗θ g1, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α
′
, 〈, 〉θ) is a T ∗-extension of (g1, [·, · · · , ·]g1, α). Then (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, β, 〈, 〉g)
is isometric to (T ∗θ g1, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′, 〈, 〉θ) if and only ifm is even and g contains an isotropic
Hom-ideal I of dimension m/2. In particular, g1 ∼= g/I.
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Proof. (=⇒) Since dimg1 = dimg∗1, dimg = dimT ∗θ g1 = m is even. Moreover, α′(f) =
f ◦ α ∈ g∗1 for all f ∈ g∗1. It is clear that g∗1 is a Hom-ideal of dimension m/2 and by the
definition of 〈, 〉θ, we have 〈g∗1, g∗1〉θ = 0, i.e., g∗1 is isotropic.
(⇐=) Suppose that I is an m/2-dimensional isotropic graded ideal of g. By Lemma
4.7, I is abelian. Let g1 = g/I and pi : g→ g1 be the canonical projection. Since chK 6= 2,
we can choose a complement graded subspace g0 ⊆ g such that g = g0 ∔ I and g0 ⊆ g⊥0 .
Then g⊥0 = g0 since dimg0 = m/2.
Denote by p0 (resp. p1) the projection g → g0 (resp. g → I) and let f ∗1 denote the
homogeneous linear map I → g∗1 : z 7→ f ∗1 (z), where f ∗1 (z)(pi(x)) := 〈z, x〉g, ∀x ∈ g, ∀z ∈ I.
If pi(x) = pi(y), then x− y ∈ I, hence 〈z, x− y〉g ∈ 〈z, I〉g = 0 and so 〈z, x〉g = 〈z, y〉g,
which implies f ∗1 is well-defined. Moreover, f
∗
1 is bijective and |f ∗1 (z)| = |z| for all z ∈ I.
In addition, f ∗1 has the following property:
f ∗1 ([x1, · · · , zk, · · · , xn]g)(pi(y))
=(−1)n−k(−1)|zk|(|xk+1|+···+|xn|)ad∗(pi(x1), · · · , pi(xk), · · · , pi(xn)) · f ∗1 (zk)(pi(y)),
(4.3)
where x1, · · · , xk−1, xk+1, · · · , xn ∈ g, zk ∈ I.
Define a homogeneous n-linear map
θ : g1 × · · · × g1 −→ g∗1
(pi(x1), · · · , pi(xn)) 7−→ f ∗1 (p1([x1, · · · , xn]g)),
where x1, · · · , xn ∈ g0. Then θ is well-defined since pi|g0 : g0 → g0/I ∼= g/I = g1 is a linear
isomorphism and θ ∈ C1(g1, g∗1)0¯.
Now, define the bracket on g1 ⊕ g∗1 by (4.1), then (g1 ⊕ g∗1, α′) is a metric n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra. Let ϕ be a linear map g→ g1 ⊕ g∗1 defined
by ϕ(x+z) = pi(x)+f ∗1 (z), ∀x+z ∈ g = g0∔I. Since pi|g0 and f ∗1 are linear isomorphisms,
ϕ is also a linear isomorphism. Note that
ϕ([x1 + z1, · · · , xn + zn]g) = ϕ
(
[x1, · · · , xn]g +
n∑
k=1




p0([x1, · · · , xn]g) + p1([x1, · · · , xn]g) +
n∑
k=1
[x1, · · · , zk, · · · , xn]g
)
=pi([x1, · · · , xn]g) + f ∗1
(
p1([x1, · · · , xn]g) +
n∑
k=1
[x1, · · · , zk, · · · , xn]g
)




(−1)n−k(−1)|zk|(|xk+1|+···+|xn|)ad∗(pi(x1), · · · , pi(xk), · · · , pi(xn)) · f ∗1 (zk)
=[pi(x1) + f
∗
1 (z1), · · · , pi(xn) + f ∗1 (zn)]θ
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=[ϕ(x1 + z1), · · · , ϕ(xn + zn)]θ,
where we use the definitions of ϕ and θ and (4.3). Moreover, ϕ ◦ α = α′ ◦ ϕ. In fact, for
x+ z ∈ g = g0 ∔ I, then
ϕ ◦ α(x+ z) = ϕ(α(x) + α(z))
=pi(α(x)) + f ∗1 (α(z))
and
α
′ ◦ ϕ(x+ z) = α′(pi(x) + f ∗1 (z))
=α(pi(x)) + f ∗1 (z) ◦ α.
Moreover,
f ∗1 (z) ◦ α(pi(x)) = f ∗1 (z)pi(α(x))
=〈z, α(x)〉g = 〈α(z), x〉g = f ∗1 (α(z))(pi(x)).
Therefore, f ∗1 (z) ◦ α = f ∗1 (α(z)), one gets ϕ ◦ α = α′ ◦ ϕ. Then ϕ is an isomorphism of n-
ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras, hence g1⊕g∗1 is an n-ary multiplicative
Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra. Furthermore, we have
〈ϕ(x0 + z), ϕ(x′0 + z′)〉θ = 〈pi(x0) + f ∗1 (z), pi(x′0) + f ∗1 (z′)〉θ







= 〈z, x′0〉g + (−1)|x0||x
′
0|〈z′, x0〉g = 〈x0 + z, x′0 + z′〉g,
then ϕ is isometric. The relation
〈[ϕ(x1 + z1), · · · , ϕ(xn + zn)]θ, ϕ(xn+1 + zn+1)〉θ
=〈ϕ([x1 + z1, · · · , xn + zn]g), ϕ(xn+1 + zn+1)〉θ
=〈[x1 + z1, · · · , xn + zn]g, xn+1 + zn+1〉g
=− (−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−1|)|xn|〈xn + zn, [x1 + z1, · · · , xn−1 + zn−1, xn+1 + zn+1]g〉g
=− (−1)(|x1|+···+|xn−1|)|xn|〈ϕ(xn + zn), [ϕ(x1 + z1), · · · , ϕ(xn−1 + zn−1), ϕ(xn+1 + zn+1)]θ〉θ.
For x+f, y+g ∈ g1⊕g∗1, then there exist x′+z1, y′+z2 ∈ g0∔I such that ϕ(x′+z1) = x+f
and ϕ(y
′
+ z2) = y + g. Hence, we have
〈α′(x+ f), y + g〉θ = 〈α′(ϕ(x′ + z1)), ϕ(y′ + z2)〉θ
=〈ϕ(α(x′ + z1)), ϕ(y′ + z2)〉θ = 〈α(x′ + z1), y′ + z2〉θ
=〈α(y′ + z2), x′ + z1〉θ = 〈ϕ(α(y′ + z2)), ϕ(x′ + z1)〉θ
=〈α′(ϕ(y′ + z2)), ϕ(x′ + z1)〉θ = 〈α′(y + g), x+ f〉θ.
Therefore, (g1⊕g∗1, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′, 〈, 〉θ) is a metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie su-
peralgebra. In this way, we get a T ∗-extension (T ∗θ g1, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α
′
, 〈, 〉θ) of (g1, [·, · · · , ·]g1 , α)
and consequently, (g, [·, · · · , ·]g, β, 〈, 〉g) and (T ∗θ g1, [·, · · · , ·]θ, α′, 〈, 〉θ) are isometric as re-
quired.
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Suppose that (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) is an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra
and θ1, θ2 ∈ Z1(g, g∗)0¯ satisfying (4.2). T ∗θ1g and T ∗θ2g are said to be equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism of n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebras φ : T ∗θ1g →
T ∗θ2g such that φ|g∗ = idg∗ and the induced map φ¯ : T ∗θ1g/g∗ → T ∗θ2g/g∗ is the identity,
i.e., φ(x)− x ∈ g∗. Moreover, if φ is also an isometry, then T ∗θ1g and T ∗θ2g are said to be
isometrically equivalent.
Proposition 4.11. Suppose that (g, [·, · · · , ·], α) is an n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-
Lie superalgebra over a field K of characteristic not 2 and θ1, θ2 ∈ Z1(g, g∗)0¯ satisfying
(4.2). Then we have
(1) (T ∗θ1g, [·, · · · , ·]θ1, α
′
, 〈, 〉θ1) is equivalent to (T ∗θ2g, [·, · · · , ·]θ2, α
′
, 〈, 〉θ2) if and only if θ1−
θ2 := δθ
′ ∈ δC0(g, g∗)0¯ and θ′(x)α = θ′(α(x)) for all x ∈ g. Moreover,
〈x, y〉θ′ := 1
2
(
θ′(x)(y) + (−1)|x||y|θ′(y)(x)) (4.4)
becomes a supersymmetric invariant bilinear form on g and α is 〈, 〉θ′-symmetric.
(2) T ∗θ1g is isometrically equivalent to T
∗
θ2
g if and only if there is θ′ ∈ C0(g, g∗)0¯ such that
θ1 − θ2 = δθ′ and the bilinear form induced by θ′ in (4.4) vanishes.
Proof. (1) Let φ : T ∗θ1g → T ∗θ2g be an isomorphism of n-ary multiplicative Hom-
Nambu-Lie superalgebras satisfying φ|g∗ = idg∗ and φ(x) − x ∈ g∗, ∀x ∈ g. Set θ′(x) =
φ(x)− x. Then θ′ ∈ C0(g, g∗)0¯ and
0 =φ([x1 + f1, · · · , xn + fn]θ1)− [φ(x1 + f1), · · · , φ(xn + fn)]θ2




(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂i, · · · , xn) · fi




(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂i, · · · , xn) · θ′(xi)
(4.5)





, we may obtain θ′(x)α = θ′(α(x)) for all x ∈ g.
For the converse, suppose that θ′ ∈ C0(g, g∗)0¯ satisfies θ1 − θ2 = δθ′ and θ′(x)α =
θ′(α(x)) for all x ∈ g. Let φ : T ∗θ1g→ T ∗θ2g be defined by φ(x+ f) = x+ θ′(x) + f . Then
φ|g∗ = idg∗ and φ(x)− x ∈ g∗, ∀x ∈ g. Moreover, α′φ = φα′. In fact,
α
′




(x+ f) = φ(α(x) + fα) = α(x) + θ′(α(x)) + fα.
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. Therefore, φ is an isomorphism of n-ary




It’s clear that 〈, 〉θ′ defined by (4.4) is supersymmetric. Note that






















(−1)|y||z|ad∗(X ) · θ′(z)(y)− 1
2










(−1)n−i(−1)|xi|(|xi+1|+···+|xn−1|+|z|)ad∗(x1, · · · , x̂i, · · · , xn−1, z) · θ′(xi)(y)
}
=0,
where we make use of (4.5)=0 and θ1, θ2 satisfying (4.2). Then 〈, 〉θ′ is invariant. In
addition,








θ′(α(y))(x) + (−1)|x||y|θ′(x)(α(y))) = 〈α(y), x〉θ′
since θ′(x)α = θ′(α(x)) for all x ∈ g. That is, α is 〈x, y〉θ′-symmetric.
(2) Let the isomorphism φ be defined as in (1). Then for all x+ f, y + g ∈ T ∗θ1g, we
have
〈φ(x+ f), φ(y + g)〉θ2 = 〈x+ θ′(x) + f, y + θ′(y) + g〉θ2
=θ′(x)(y) + f(y) + (−1)|x||y|θ′(y)(x) + (−1)|x||y|g(x)
=2〈x, y〉θ′ + 〈x+ f, y + g〉θ1.
Thus φ is an isometry if and only if 〈, 〉θ′ = 0.
Lemma 4.12. Let (V, 〈, 〉V , α) be a metric Z2-graded vector space of dimension m over
an algebraically closed field K of characteristic not 2 and g ⊆ gl(V ) be a Lie superalgebra
consisting of nilpotent homogeneous endomorphisms of V such that for each f ∈ g, the
map f+ : V → V defined by 〈f+(v), v′〉V = (−1)|f ||v|〈v, f(v′)〉V is contained in g, too.
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Suppose that W is an isotropic graded subspace of V which is stable under g and α, i.e.,
f(W ) ⊆ W for all f ∈ g and α(W ) ⊆ W, then W is contained in a maximally isotropic
graded subspace Wmax of V which is also stable under g and α, moreover, dimWmax =
[m/2]. If m is even, then Wmax = W
⊥
max. If m is odd, then Wmax ⊂ W⊥max, dimW⊥max −
dimWmax = 1, and f(W
⊥
max) ⊆Wmax for all f ∈ g.
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. The base step m = 0 is obviously true. For
the inductive step, we consider the following two cases.
Case 1: W 6= 0 or there is a nonzero g-stable vector v ∈ V (that is, g(v) ⊆ Kv) such
that 〈v, v〉V = 0.
Case 2: W = 0 and every nonzero g-stable vector v ∈ V satisfies 〈v, v〉V 6= 0.
In the first case Kv is a nonzero isotropic g-stable graded subspace, and W⊥ is also
g-stable since 〈w, f(w⊥)〉V = (−1)|f ||w|〈f+(w), w⊥〉V = 0. Now, consider the bilinear form
〈, 〉V ′ on the factor graded space V ′ = W⊥/W defined by 〈x⊥+W, y⊥+W 〉V ′ := 〈x⊥, y⊥〉V ,
then V ′ is metric. Denote by pi the canonical projectionW⊥ → V ′ and define f ′ : V ′ → V ′
by f ′(pi(w⊥)) = pi(f(w⊥)), then f ′ is well-defined since W and W⊥ are g-stable. Let
g′ := {f ′|f ∈ g}. Then g′ is a Lie superalgebra. For each f ∈ g, there is a positive integer
k such that fk = 0, which implies that (f ′)k = 0. Hence g′ also consists of nilpotent
homogeneous endomorphisms of V ′. Note that g′ satisfies the same conditions of g. In
fact, let x⊥ and y⊥ be two arbitrary elements in W⊥. Then by the definition of 〈, 〉V ′ , we
have
〈(f ′)+(pi(x⊥)), pi(y⊥)〉V ′ = (−1)|f
′
||x⊥|〈pi(x⊥), f ′(pi(y⊥))〉V ′
=(−1)|f ||x⊥|〈pi(x⊥), pi(f(y⊥))〉V ′ = (−1)|f ||x⊥|〈x⊥, f(y⊥)〉V
=〈f+(x⊥), y⊥〉V = 〈pi(f+(x⊥)), pi(y⊥)〉V ′
=〈(f+)′(pi(x⊥)), pi(y⊥)〉V ′,
for arbitrary f ∈ g, which shows that (f ′)+ = (f+)′ ∈ g′ for all f ∈ g.
Since dimV ′ = dimW⊥ − dimW = dimV − 2 dimW , we can use the inductive
hypothesis to get a maximally isotropic g′-stable subspace W ′max = Wmax/W in V
′ and
α(W ′max) ⊆ W ′max. Clearly, dimW ′max = [dimV
′
2
] = [n−2 dimW
2
] = [n/2] − dimW . For all
x⊥, y⊥ ∈ Wmax, the relation 〈x⊥, y⊥〉V = 〈pi(x⊥), pi(y⊥)〉V ′ = 0 implies that Wmax is
isotropic. Note that dimWmax = dimW
′
max + dimW = [n/2], then Wmax is maximally
isotropic. Moreover, for all f ∈ g and w⊥ ∈ Wmax, we have pi(f(w⊥)) = f ′(pi(w⊥)) ∈
W ′max, which implies f(w
⊥) ∈ Wmax. It follows that Wmax is g-stable and α(Wmax) ⊆
Wmax. This proves the first assertion of the lemma in this case.
In the second case, by Engel’s Theorem of Lie superalgebras, there is a nonzero g-
stable vector v ∈ V such that f(v) = 0 for all f ∈ g. Clearly, Kv is a nondegenerate
g-stable graded subspace of V , then V = Kv ∔ (Kv)⊥ and (Kv)⊥ is also g-stable since
〈f((kv)⊥), v〉V = (−1)|f ||v|〈(kv)⊥, f+(v)〉V = (−1)|f ||v|〈(kv)⊥, 0〉V = 0, ∀f ∈ g. Now, if
(Kv)⊥ = 0, then V = Kv and g(V ) = 0, hence g = 0 and so 0 is the maximally isotropic
g-stable subspace, then the lemma follows. If (Kv)⊥ 6= 0, then again by Engel’s Theorem
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of Lie superalgebras there is a nonzero g-stable vector w ∈ (Kv)⊥ ⊆ V such that f(w) = 0
for all f ∈ g. It follows that g vanishes on the two-dimensional nondegenerate subspace
Kv ∔ Kw of V . Without loss of generality, we can assume that 〈v, v〉V = 1 = 〈w,w〉V .
Set c = 〈v, w〉V , then it is easy to check that the nonzero vector v + (−c +
√
c2 − 1)w is
isotropic and g-stable. This contradicts the assumption of Case 2.
Therefore, the existence of a maximally isotropic g-stable graded subspace Wmax
containing W is proved. If m is even, then dimWmax=dimW
⊥







. Since g′ is nilpotent, there exists a nonzero
pi(w⊥) ∈ V ′ such that g′(pi(w⊥)) = 0. Note that dimV ′=1, which implies g′(V ′) = 0, so
g(W⊥max) ⊆Wmax.
Theorem 4.13. Let (g, [·, · · · , ·], α, 〈, 〉g) be a nilpotent metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-
Nambu-Lie superalgebra of dimension m over an algebraically closed field K of character-
istic not 2. If J is an isotropic Hom-ideal of g, then g contains a maximally Hom-ideal
I of dimension [m/2] containing J . Moreover, if m is even, then g is isometric to some
T ∗-extension of g/I. If m is odd, then I⊥ is abelian and g is isometric to a nondegenerate
graded ideal of codimension 1 in some T ∗-extension of g/I.
Proof. Consider ad(g∧
n−1
) = {adX |X ∈ g∧n−1}. Then ad(g∧n−1) is a Lie superal-
gebra. For any X ∈ g∧n−1 , adX is nilpotent since g is nilpotent. Then the following
identity
〈−adX (y), z〉g = (−1)|X ||y|〈y, adX (z)〉g
implies (adX )+ := −adX ∈ g. By J is an isotropic graded ideal of g, then J is an
isotropic ad(g∧
n−1
)-stable graded subspace and α(J) ⊆ J, by Lemma 4.12, so there is
a maximally isotropic ad(g∧
n−1
)-stable graded subspace I of g containing J such that
α(I) ⊆ I and dim I = [m/2], I is also an isotropic graded ideal of g. Moreover, if m is
even, then g is isometric to some T ∗-extension of g/I by Theorem 4.10.
If m is odd, then dim I⊥ − dim I = 1 and ad(g∧n−1)(I⊥) ⊆ I by Lemma 4.12. Note
that
Z(I) ={x ∈ g|[x, I, g, · · · , g]g = 0} = {x ∈ g|〈g, [x, I, g, · · · , g]g〉g = 0}













= Z(I⊥), hence I⊥ is abelian.





a if x = a,
α(x) if x ∈ g. (4.6)
Then Ka is a 1-dimensional abelian n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra.
Define a bilinear map 〈, 〉a : Ka × Ka → K by 〈a, a〉a = 1. Then 〈, 〉a is a nondegenerate
supersymmetric invariant bilinear form on Ka. Let g′ = g∔Ka. Define
[x1 + k1a, · · · , xn + kna]g′ =[x1, · · · , xn]g
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and
〈x+ k1a, y + k2a〉g′ =〈x, y〉g + 〈k1a, k2a〉a.
Then (g′, [·, · · · , ·]g′ , α
′
, 〈, 〉g′) is a nilpotent metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie
superalgebra since
〈α′(x+ a), y + a〉g′ =〈α(x) + α(a), y + a〉g′ = 〈α(x), y〉g + 〈α(a), a〉a
=〈α(y), x〉g + 〈α(a), a〉a = 〈α′(y + a), x+ a〉g′
for all x, y ∈ g and g is a nondegenerate Hom-ideal of codimension 1 of (g′, α′). Since
I⊥ is not isotropic and K is algebraically closed there exists z ∈ I⊥ and 〈z, z〉g = −1. In
addition, we have α(I⊥) ⊆ I⊥ since 〈α′(v⊥), v〉g = 〈α(v), v⊥〉g = 0 for v ∈ I and v⊥ ∈ I⊥.
Let b = a+ z and I ′ = I∔Kb. Then I ′ is an (m+1)/2-dimensional isotropic graded ideal
of g′.
In fact, for all x+ k1a + k1z, y + k2a+ k2z ∈ I ′,
〈x+ k1a+ k1z, y + k2a+ k2z〉g′ =〈x+ k1z, y + k2z〉g + 〈k1a, k2a〉a
=〈x, y〉g + 〈x, k2z〉g + 〈k1z, y〉g + 〈k1z, k2z〉g + k1k2
=k1k2 − k1k2 = 0.
In light of Theorem 4.10, we conclude that g′ is isometric to some T ∗-extension of g′/I ′.
Define Φ : g′ → g/I, x+ λa 7→ x− λz + I. Then
[Φ(x1 + λ1a), · · · ,Φ(xn + λna)]g/I =[x1 − λ1z + I, · · · , xn − λnz + I]g/I
=[x1, · · · , xn]g + I = Φ([x1, · · · , xn]g)
=Φ([x1 + λ1a, · · · , xn + λna]g′),
where we use the fact that I⊥ is abelian and ad(g∧
n−1
)(I⊥) ⊆ I. Moreover, Φα = αΦ. In
fact, for x+ λa ∈ g′ , we have
Φα(x+ λa) = Φ(α(x) + λα(a)) = Φ(α(x) + λa) = α(x)− λz + I
=α(x)− λα(z) + I = α(x− λz + I) = αΦ(x+ λa).
It’s clear that Φ is surjective and KerΦ = I ′, so g′/I ′ ∼= g/I, hence the theorem follows.
Now we show that there exists an isotropic Hom-ideal in every finite-dimensional
metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra and investigate the nilpotent
length of g/I.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose that (g, [·, · · · , ·], α, 〈, 〉g) is a finite-dimensional metric n-ary
multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra.
(1) For any graded subspace V ⊆ g, C(V ) := {x ∈ g|[x, g, · · · , g]g ⊆ V } = [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g .
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(2) gm = Cm(g)
⊥, where C0(g) = 0, Ci+1(g) = C(Ci(g)).
(3) If g is nilpotent of length k, then gi ⊆ Ck−i(g).
Proof. The relation
〈C(V ), [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]g〉g = 〈[g, · · · , g, C(V )]g, V ⊥〉g ⊆ 〈V, V ⊥〉g = 0
shows that C(V ) ⊆ [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g . Notice that
〈[g, · · · , g, [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g ]g, V ⊥〉g = 〈[g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g , [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]g〉g = 0,
which implies [g, · · · , g, [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g ]g ⊆ (V ⊥)⊥ = V , i.e., [g, · · · , g, V ⊥]⊥g ⊆ C(V ).
Hence (1) follows.
By induction, (2) and (3) can be proved easily.
Theorem 4.15. Every finite-dimensional nilpotent metric n-ary multiplicative Hom-
Nambu-Lie superalgebra (g, [·, · · · , ·], α, 〈, 〉g) over an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic not 2 such that α(g) = g is isometric to (a nondegenerate ideal of codimension 1
of) a T ∗-extension of a nilpotent n-ary multiplicative Hom-Nambu-Lie superalgebra whose
nilpotent length is at most a half of the nilpotent length of g.
Proof. Define J =
∞∑
i=0
gi ∩ Ci(g). Since g is nilpotent, the sum is finite. Proposition
4.14 (2) says (gi)⊥ = Ci(g), then g
i ∩ Ci(g) is isotropic for all i ≥ 0. Since
gi ⊇ gj ⊇ gj ∩ Cj(g), if i < j,
we have
(gj ∩ Cj(g))⊥ ⊇ (gi)⊥ = Ci(g) ⊇ Ci(g) ∩ gi, if i < j.
It follows that
〈gi ∩ Ci(g), gj ∩ Cj(g)〉g = 0, ∀i, j ≥ 0.
Therefore J is an isotropic graded ideal of g. Let k denote the nilpotent length of g.
Using Proposition 4.14 (3) we can conclude that g[(k+1)/2] ⊆ C[(k+1)/2](g). This implies
that g[(k+1)/2] is contained in J . By Theorem 4.13, there is a maximally isotropic graded
ideal I of g containing J ⊇ g[(k+1)/2]. It means that g/I has nilpotent length at most
[(k + 1)/2], and the theorem follows.
Remark 4.16. Most results concerning T ∗-extensions in [9, 15–17] are contained in this
section as special cases.
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